
Participant Rating Results

Attendance: 47
Respondents: 20

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.

- Always try to attend Tobin’s workshops & webinars. Great ideas & actionable takeaways!
- As always, the best session. This will even be helpful in my push to get faculty to put their campus courses in D2L.
- Engaging + informative. Not all sessions are both.
- Good energy, great information to show value proposition.
- Great and useful info.
- Great presentation. I will be asking my faculty to use the 4 engaging tools within each course.
- I like how having us provide the take-aways at the end instead of you giving them. I’m gonna do that!
- Loved the intro music + slide. Excellent presenter + very engaging!
- Very clear, useful information.
- Very informative. Thx.